around environmentalism (Part IV), feminism (Tallbear, chapter i), and Indigenous sovereignty (Curley, chapter 12) as well as to specific movements such as Mauna Kea. Lessons like these from Standing Rock are already proving useful in new Indigenous activist movements such as the fight against Enbridge’s Line 3 pipeline in Minnesota.

The qualities that make this volume useful to general audiences and public historians working as activists translate well to its use as a text in undergraduate curriculum—something that is not always true in reverse. The collection would be relevant both topically in an Indigenous studies course or methodologically in a public history course. Estes and Dhillon, along with many of their contributors, embody the fluid line between community historian and community activist, providing examples of the broad impact of public history and stressing the critical role of history and the teaching of history to contemporary political engagement.

The largest barrier to the collection’s otherwise wide accessibility and general use is its overall length, which, at over four hundred pages, may be off putting to the casual reader or intended audiences within activist communities. Some instructors or readers may be tempted to use the collection as simply a source book. However, the discrete pieces within each section work best together as they lean on each other for context and emotional resonance. While the six sections, to some extent, function autonomously and could be read or assigned as individual units, this would be at the expense of the volume’s overarching arguments around intersectional activism that come through most strongly in the interplay among different sections.

While likely requiring a more involved level of collaboration with stakeholder communities than many edited volumes, Standing with Standing Rock’s diverse collection of pieces and its carefully managed organizational strategy will prove an effective model for future works on activist or social movements specifically and public history works more generally.

Joseph Whitson, Northwestern University
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The Mass Production of Memory: Travel and Personal Archiving in the Age of the Kodak by Tammy S. Gordon. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2020. xv + 159 pp.; illustrations, notes, index; clothbound, $90.00, paperback $27.95.

In the 1990s, Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen found that 91 percent of Americans had “looked at photographs with family or friends” and that 83 percent had “taken photographs or videos to preserve memories” over the course of the previous year.1 Certainly, those numbers would be even higher today. In her book, The Mass Production of Memory: Travel and Personal Archiving in the Age of the Kodak,

---

public historian Tammy S. Gordon takes the reader back to Americans' first access to personal cameras and tells the important story of how amateur photography became so deeply intertwined with individual and community identity making and preservation in the period before World War II.

Gordon begins by describing the European tradition of the Grand Tour, in which elite white men would take lengthy trips across the continent and hire painters to memorialize their images surrounded by the history that they encountered on their travels. Elite American travelers also participated in these rituals, and by 1870, might hire a professional photographer, rather than a painter, to record their experiences. George Eastman’s invention, the portable Kodak camera, became widely available in the 1890s and enabled tourists to become photographers themselves for the first time. For middle- and working-class Americans, who often had a “suspicion of leisure,” amateur travel photography encouraged them to see themselves as productive tourists, a role more comfortable to them (19).

Kodak engaged early on in aggressive marketing strategies which, by 1900, led the company to have the nation’s largest advertising expenditures. “The World is Mine, I Own a Kodak,” the headline of a 1912 advertisement, showcased how Kodak continued the white American “tradition of conflating tourism with power,” and often imperialism specifically (28). Imperialism was sometimes entwined with white masculinity; one 1914 advertisement featured the image of a young white man and invoked the roles of “[s]urveyor, hunter, tourist, explorer” (37). White women appeared in many Kodak advertisements during this period as well with a consistent message that emphasized their freedom and competence, not surprising in the era immediately surrounding the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment. Kodak imagined its consumer, whether male or female, exclusively as white; in one archival collection of 549 Kodak advertisements, there are none that “pictured African Americans as camera users” (65).

Armed with cameras, white Americans became often at best a nuisance, at worst a menace, to the people whose lives they sought to capture on film. Unlike paintings, however, photography gave photographic subjects the opportunity to resist the vision of the photographer. In 1904, for example, Richard Ross Whiting photographed a group of Native Americans at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition held in St. Louis. In one photograph, a group of Native American men appeared on horseback. At least four of them held up small mirrors and one man turned his face away from the camera and covered it with his hand and arm. Whiting labeled the photograph, “Indians on Pike at World’s Fair trying to prevent picture being made by reflecting sunlight from small mirrors into camera.”

Much of Gordon’s focus in The Mass Production of Memory is on how historically excluded groups embraced photography and photographed their subjects in ways that emphasized, in the words of Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie, “photographic sovereignty,” which Gordon explains as the “ability to maintain control over one’s...
image and use visual media for self-actualization and self-determination” (54). As Gordon writes, “Photos from the 1920s and 1930s—at least the ones that made their way into the archives—include subjects engaged in disrupting existing power dynamics and stereotypes: women wearing men’s wear and men wearing women’s wear; African Americans claiming public spaces; Native Americans using modern technology” (92).

For African Americans, automobility and cameras created opportunities to preserve their own photographic histories, mainly in three categories: photographs of people at beaches, photographs of people with cars, and photographs of people’s friends and family on vacation. The first two categories also indicated the class status of the photographers and their subjects: access to beaches was the purview of wealthier African Americans, who created Black resort areas; segregation of public beaches left other African Americans often with access only to “remote, polluted, and unsafe swimming areas” (98). Similarly, the photos of African Americans with cars also revealed men and women who had achieved a level of financial success during the interwar years. The third category, photographs of family and friends on vacation, included images taken by men and women on a wider range of the economic spectrum, but who, like all African Americans, had much less safe access to public spaces than white Americans and who, as a result, focused their lenses less on “ruins, architecture, and landscape, as well as ‘foreign’ people” (101). When African Americans did photograph people in other nations, as Gordon’s example of Lida Broner shows, they did so with considerably more respect than whites showed to their subjects. African American photographers used the camera to record “their own communities, families, and friends,” in order to “construct and control their histories and memories” (101).

Amateur photography by members of the LGBTQ community also emerged during this period. Members of the LGBTQ community faced challenges related to the technology of the era: “most amateur photos had to be taken outside, in the full light of day” and “relatives often destroyed” what photographic evidence may have existed of relationships they disapproved of (104). Gordon uses the photo albums of well-known and lesser-known Americans—Ella Liscombe, Pauli Murray, Gertrude Stein—to show how they challenged societal expectations around gender and sexuality with photography.

*The Mass Production of Memory* is a fascinating contribution to the field of public history, material culture, and visual culture studies. Gordon traces the emergence and growth of amateur photography in the United States and the ways in which it not only reinforced imperialist white supremacist hetero-normative capitalist patriarchy but also opened up avenues, not only for resistance to it, but the ability to archive and pass down evidence of that resistance through photographs. The portable camera was, as Gordon notes, unusual in being a mass-produced consumer good that enabled its owners to become producers themselves, in this case, of photographs. While the inventors and makers of consumer goods always lose the ability to control the meanings they ascribe to their products when they enter the
marketplace, this loss of control was significantly amplified in the case of the camera because its users produced images that documented their understanding of the world around them. Understanding better the emergence of amateur photography between the 1880s and the 1930s will aid anyone with photographs from this period in personal or public collections to interpret the possibilities and limitations the photographers who took these pictures faced and the meanings that we can ascribe to these images today.

Rebecca K. Shrum, IUPUI


Where does history learning belong? Despite the tendency for museums to identify themselves by their disciplinary commitments, there’s truth in George Ellis Burcaw’s assertion that “all museums are history museums, in the sense that all museums preserve objects pertaining to past events and situations.”1 Finding History Where You Least Expect It endorses that notion, arguing that explorations of the past don’t need to be confined to museums grounded exclusively in history. The book’s co-editors highlight the possibilities that emerge when public history work takes place in the wider informal learning ecosystem. In eighteen chapters—each a case study of a specific site and program—this collection explores history topics through programs that cross disciplines, blend perspectives, and poke through traditional boundaries between bodies of knowledge.

The book is place-based, emerging from a decade of collaboration among cultural organizations in greater Buffalo, New York. Co-editors Gladwell, a professor and coordinator of social studies education at the State University of New York, and Leacock, director of collections at the Buffalo Museum of Science (and also a SUNY lecturer), received several federal grants for teacher professional development, leading them to partner with varied local institutions to integrate museums and landmarks into classroom pedagogy. Their inspiration came at a moment of “confusion and tension” when social studies teachers met to begin work at a science museum: “We sensed they were wondering: Why are we here?” (vii). Seeking to dismantle the notion that historical learning must stay in the box labeled “history museum,” Gladwell and Leacock invited their collaborators to write chapters documenting their pattern-breaking programs. The result is a collection of detailed descriptions, demonstrating how history learning can infuse audience experiences even at sites—such as art museums, specialty libraries, and cemeteries—where it deviates from the usual fare.

1 G. Ellis Burcaw, Introduction to Museum Work (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira, 1997), 63.